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Microshock wave propagation in ArN ~N555–555! clusters generated by high-energy cluster-Pt
surface impact~cluster velocitiesv51–10 km s21! is explored by molecular dynamics simulations.
The gross features of the dynamics of the intracluster microshock wave propagation at this impact
velocity range are not sensitive to the details of the repulsive potential~i.e., the Lennard-Jones or the
exp-6 form!. The propagation of the microshock within the cluster was quantified by the time
dependence of the first moment of the total energy. A linear dependence between the microshock
~compression! velocity us and the cluster impact velocityv is observed and for sufficiently large
clusters~N>321! us'v. For large clusters~N.321!, the cluster Hugoniot temperature–pressure
relations are qualitatively similar to those for the compression of macroscopic fluid Ar. ©1996
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~96!02908-4#

I. INTRODUCTION

High-energy impact of atomic or molecular cluster ions
~of sizes of 10–1000 constituents, with velocities up to;20
km s21 and kinetic energies up to;100 eV per particle! on
insulator, semiconductor or metal surfaces,1–32 produces a
new medium of extremely high density~up to;4 times the
standard density!,1–3 high temperature~up to;105 K!,26–28

and high energy density~up to 102 eV per particle!,26–28

which is temporarily generated during the propagation of a
microshock wave within the cluster on the 102–103 fs time
scale.1–3,26–28Experimental studies of electron emission,23–25

surface coating,11–15 molecular dissociation,28–32 and frag-
mentation18–22 induced by high-energy cluster–wall colli-
sions, provide information on some unique homogeneous
and heterogeneous processes of energy acquisition and dis-
posal, which occur on the ultrashort time scale of vibrational
molecular motion. Some attempts to provide a microscopic
description of the intracluster shock wave29–31and of cluster-
impact chemistry13–15,29–32 rested on molecular dynamics
simulations of high-energy collisions of inert gas clusters
with ionic26,33 and metallic27–31 surfaces and of metal clus-
ters with metallic surfaces.11–15Another approach was based
on the use of the equations of state for the macroscopic ma-
terial for deuterium clusters,1–3 and on the use of the con-
tinuum matter description for the mechanical compression
stress in copper clusters.26,33 Of considerable interest is mi-
croshock wave propagation in clusters, which constitutes the
response of a finite system to extremely high pressure
changes. The description of the mechanical properties of
clusters under extreme conditions of cluster–wall collisions
is of interest because of the following reasons:

~1! The characterization of the microshock wave in a finite
system, e.g., the propagation velocity, temperature, en-
ergy, and pressure.

~2! The description of the equations of state of a finite sys-
tem under the extreme conditions of temperature and
pressure.

~3! The microscopic analog of the Hugoniot equations.34–36

These are provided by the relations between the mi-
croshock velocity and the intensive thermodynamic vari-
ables.

~4! Cluster size effects on shock propagation in finite sys-
tems and their evolution towards the mechanical proper-
ties of the bulk34–36with increasing the cluster size.

~5! The high-energy acquisition processes in clusters, which
trigger energy-impact chemical processes.

In this paper we address the propagation of the mi-
croshock wave within ArN clusters~N555–555! colliding
~v52–10 km s21! with a realistic Pt surface, as explored by
molecular dynamics simulations.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Molecular dynamics simulations

Our molecular dynamics~MD! simulations procedures
for high-energy collisions of ArN ~N555–555! clusters~T
510 K and center of mass velocitiesv51–10 km s21! with
a realistic Pt surface~720 atoms! arranged in six layers of
120 atoms each, were previously described.27 The potential
for the Pt surface was represented as before28,29,31 by a
many-body Gupta potential37 based on the Friedel model for
d-electron transition metals.38 To account for the interaction
with the metal bulk, we have imposed a thermalization con-
dition on the interior of the surface metal atoms, which are
coupled to a heat bath with the bulk temperatureT5300 K.28

B. Potentials

Two sets of potentials for the Ar–Ar and Ar–Pt atom–
atom interactions were utilized.

~i! Lennard-Jones~LJ! pair potentials. These involved
Ar–Ar potentials39 and Ar–Pt potentials extracted for
Ar scattering from a Pt surface. The potential param-
eters wereeAr–Ar51.04431022 eV, sAr–Ar53.40 Å,
eAr–Pt55.1831023 eV, sAr–Pt54.01 Å. This tradi-
tional empirical form of the potential is intrinsically
limited at high densities, prevailing for microshock
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propagation, where the empirical inverse twelfth
power of the repulsive potential is unrealistic.

~ii ! The Ar–Ar exp-6 pair potential40 is

v~r !5eH S 6

a26Dexp@a~12r /rm!#2S a

a26D S rmr D 6J .
~1!

The exp-6 potential parameters for Ar–Ar were chosen as
e51.1931022 eV, rm53.77 Å, anda514.8, which consti-
tute mean values between those given by Sherwood and
Prausnitz~e5152.02 K,rm53.644 Å,a518! ~Ref. 41! and
Ross and Radousky~e5122 K, rm53.85, a513.2!.42 The
exp-6 potential parameters for Ar–Pt were taken to be iden-
tical to those for Ar–Xe,43 i.e., e51.5031022 eV, rm54.13
Å, anda514.8. These exp-6 potential parameters provide a
useful semiempirical potential, which provides a reasonable
description of the repulsive potential stiffness.

C. Adiabatic dynamics

Our dynamics MD simulations are restricted to the dy-
namics on the ground electronic potential surface. The role
of the electronic excitations of the ArN cluster is expected to
be unimportant provided that the total~potential and kinetic!
intracluster energy~per pair of atoms! does not exceed the
electronic cluster excitation energy. These nonvertical exci-
tation energies are approximated by the lowest crossings of
the potential curves of the ground state and of the lowest
electronically excited state. These curve crossings between
Ar~1S0!1Ar~1S0! and Ar~1S0!1Ar~3P1! are exhibited in the
repulsive range of both the ground state and the electroni-
cally excited potential curves. The lowest electronic excita-
tion of the ArN cluster corresponds to the Ar2* (

3Su)
excimer44 with the nonvertical electronic excitation~above
the minimum of the ground state of Ar2! being.13 eV.44

Provided that specific high-energy pair interactions44 are ne-
glected, a necessary condition for ground state adiabatic dy-
namics isYEK/N,13 eV, whereY>0.5 is the yield of en-
ergy deposition into the cluster27 andEK is the cluster impact
kinetic energy. ThusEK/N,26 eV, which corresponds to
cluster center-of-mass velocityv,10 km s21. We shall con-
sider the cluster impact velocityv,10 km s21 as the upper
limit for the absence of the interesting effects of electronic
excitations and restrict our analysis to this domain, perform-
ing MD simulations for ArN ~N555–555! cluster impact on
a Pt surface forv51–10 km s21.

III. ENERGY ACQUISITION

To quantify the energy acquisition process by the cluster
and by the surface, we present in Fig. 1 the temporal evolu-
tion of the cluster potential energy~CPE!, the cluster tem-
perature (Tc) and the cluster–surface interaction energy
~CSI! for Ar555 and Ar55 clusters colliding with a Pt wall at
v55–10 km s21. The simulations were performed using both
the LJ potentials~i! and the exp-6 potential~ii !. For each
simulation the results by 20 trajectories were averaged with
the equilibrated cluster being initially oriented at random Eu-

ler angles with respect to the surface. The characteristics of
the cluster–wall collisions~Fig. 1! are manifested27–31by

~1! the impact onset at the time thresholdst0 of the ~tempo-
rally coincident! rises of CPE,Tc and CSI;

~2! the ~nearly temporally coinciding! maxima of CPE and
CSI;

~3! the increase ofTc to saturation at a high value;
~4! the cluster residence timet given by the width~FWHM!

of the CPE curve which is close to FWHM of the CSI
curve;

~5! the timetM corresponding to the maximum of the CPE,
which gives the time scaletCEA5tM2t0 for the maxi-
mum of the CPE, signifying the time for the intracluster
energy acquisition.

From the technical point of view we note that in this
velocity domainv,10 km s21 ~EK/N,26 eV! the dynamic
observables for energy acquisition, i.e., the time dependence
of CPE,Tc and CSI calculated using the LJ~i! and the exp-6
~ii ! pair potentials, do not differ by more than 20%. At rela-
tively short times abovet0, i.e., t0<t<t/2, the time depen-
dence of CPE,Tc and CSI calculated using the potentials~i!
and ~ii ! is practically identical, while for longer times, i.e.,
t.t/2 and in the vicinity oft>t the dynamic observables
calculated with the Ar–Ar exp-6 potential are higher by
about 20% than those calculated with the LJ potential~Fig.

FIG. 1. Comparison of the time evolution of the cluster potential energy
~CPE!, the cluster temperature (T), and the cluster–surface interaction~CSI!
of an Ar555 cluster at two impact velocities@v510 km s21 ~left! and 5
km s21 ~right!, respectively# for two potential models; the exponent-6~full
line! and the Lennard-Jones~dashed line!.
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1!. The characteristic timest andtCEA calculated with the LJ
and exp-6 potentials show a variance of;10%~Table I!. Just
above the onset of the propagation of the microshock wave
the dynamics of the energy acquisition is practically invari-
ant with respect to the form of the repulsive potential, while
for longer times the dynamic observables exhibit only a
moderate~;10%–20%! variation with respect to the form of
the repulsive potential. We conclude that for the relevant
cluster impact velocity rangev<10 km s21, which is of in-
terest to us, where electronic excitations can be neglected
~Sec. II C!, the gross features of the dynamics of the intrac-
luster microshock propagation are not sensitive to the details
of the repulsive potential, i.e., the LJ or the exp-6 form. This
analysis provides a justification for our previous use of the
LJ potentials for the description of cluster–wall collisions in
this impact velocity domain.27,28 For higher cluster impact
velocities ~v.10 km s21! we expect larger deviations be-
tween the simulation results, which are based on the LJ and
the exp-6 potential parameters. On the basis of extensive
simulation results for shock wave compression curves in
macroscopic fluid Ar reported by Ross,35,45–50one expects
that in the high pressure domain the exp-6 pair potential
should be preferred. For our simulations of microshock
propagation in inert-gas clusters~v<10 km s21! either the LJ
or the exp-6 potentials are adequate. In what follows we shall
utilize the exp-6 potentials, Eq.~1!, for the characterization
of the propagation of intracluster microshock wave generated
by the impact of ArN clusters on a Pt surface.

IV. THE INTRACLUSTER MICROSHOCK WAVE

The impact excited cluster constitutes a finite system un-
der extreme conditions of temperature and pressure. The
cluster temperatureskBTc5 ~cluster kinetic energy!/@3/2~N
26!# for v51–10 km s21 ~at times corresponding to the
maximum of CPE! are remarkably high, reaching the value
of Tc51.23105 K for EK/N521 eV ~Fig. 2!. As kBTc is
considerably lower than the horizontal excitation energy of
the Ar~3P1! atom or of the Ar2* excimer~13 eV according to
Sec. II!, we obtain ana posteriorijustification for neglecting
electronic excitations.Tc increases linearly with increasing
EK ~Fig. 2! being of the formTc5a(EK/N) with a5~5
60.5! 103 eV21 K, being independent of the cluster size for
EK/N50.2–22 eV.

To explore the microshock propagation within the clus-
ter, we conducted cluster space slicing, in analogy to con-
tinuous matter studies.34 Since the present problem is char-

acterized by cylindrical symmetry~with the symmetry axis
being perpendicular to the surface, along the impact velocity
direction! the cluster is divided into slices parallel to the
surface, each slice containing 1–3 atom layers~Fig. 3!, i.e.,
the number of atoms in each slice being 10–40. The total
energy of each slice is then calculated. Figure 3 shows a
typical correlation between the internal energy~kinetic
1potential energy! of the slices and the distances of these
slices from the metal surface, which is obtained for various
time snapshots. The origin of the time scale is taken ast050.
At the time preceding the cluster–surface collisions~t,0!
the ~low! energy is uniformly spread within the cluster~Fig.
3!. Subsequent to cluster–surface impact, high energy accu-
mulates in the cluster spatial region close to the surface~Fig.
3!. Prior to the collision~Fig. 3, first frame,t5210 fs!, the
energy profile of the cluster reflects the fact that the spherical
cluster is sliced by parallel surfaces, where the central slice
contains the largest number of atoms~30–40 atoms!, corre-
sponding to a minimum of the energy. After the collision, the
high energy domain spreads into the interior slices~Fig. 3!,
manifesting the propagation of the microshock wave within
the cluster during the cluster contraction. At times prior to
the maximum of the CPE, i.e.,t,tCEA and t,t ~e.g., up to
;200 fs for Ar555 at an impact velocityv510 km s21! the
compression shock wave runs forward into the cluster, mani-
festing a single wave~left column in Fig. 3!. At longer times,
i.e., t.tCEA,t, a secondary backward shock wave piles up,
being close to the Pt surface and running towards it. Subse-
quently the primary~forward! and the secondary~backward!
shock waves disjoint locally~at t.280 fs for Ar555 at v510
km s21, Fig. 3!. Later, tertiary and higher order shock waves
are generated due to the collision of the corresponding lower
order shock waves with the surface. The propagation and

TABLE I. Characteristic timeta andtCEA
b for cluster–Pt wall impact.

v
~km s21!

LJ potential exp-6 potential

t
~fs!

tCEA
~fs!

t
~fs!

tCEA
~fs!

5 292 259 324 292
10 169 162 182 182

at is the cluster residence time.
btCEA is the time for the maximum of the CPE.

FIG. 2. Maximum temperature of ArN clusters~N5141,321,555! colliding
with the Pt surface for various impact energies. The inset shows the respec-
tive maximum cluster kinetic energies.
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surface reflections of these higher order shock waves result
in the disintegration of the cluster.

We quantified the microshock propagation within a clus-
ter by defining the first moment^X& of the cluster energy,

^X&5E
0

`

dXXE~X! YE
0

`

dXE~X!, ~2!

whereE(X) is the local energy atX. From the data of Fig. 4
we infer that the time dependence of^X& is nearly linear over
a broad time domain forN5555, 321, and 141 in the impact
velocity range v51–10 km s21. The microshock wave
propagation velocityus was determined from the linear time
dependence of̂X& ~Fig. 4!. Figure 5 shows the dependence
of us on the cluster impact velocityv for ArN ~N5141, 321,
and 555! clusters. Theus vs v dependence is linear~Fig. 5!,
being of the formus5hv. From Fig. 5 we obtain the slopes
h50.3960.05 for N5141, h50.9560.1 for N5321, and
h51.1560.15 forN5555.

Of considerable interest is the quantification of the
propagation velocity of the microshock wave during the
cluster contraction. From the foregoing analysis we conclude
that for sufficiently large clusters, i.e.,N>321, us/v51.0

60.15, with the velocity of the microshock wave propaga-
tion being close to the cluster impact velocity. This estimate
for the propagation velocity of the microshock wave within a
large cluster can be confronted with the results of the theory
for shock compression in a macroscopic material.34,35 For a

FIG. 3. Snapshots of the internal energy profile of an Ar555 cluster colliding
with a Pt surface at an impact velocityv510 km s21, at times prior to the
collision, during the collision, and beyond the residence period~210 fs,t
,;500 fs!. The time origint50 corresponds to the threshold of the rise of
the CPE.

FIG. 4. The time dependence of the first moment^X& of the cluster total
energy.̂ X& values, Eq.~2!, were calculated by a numerical integration@for
E(X)>0# of the total energy profiles at fixedt. The main frame presents the
data for Ar555 at v53–10 km s21, where the numbers on the individual lines
represent the values ofv ~km s21!. The insert shows the data for ArN ~N
5555,321,141, which are marked on the lines! for v57 km s21.

FIG. 5. The dependence of the shock velocity running in ArN clusters~N
5141,321,555! on the cluster impact velocity, as obtained by analysis of the
temporal evolution of energy profiles~shown in Fig. 3!. Note the linear
dependence for the larger clusters~N5321,555!.
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one-dimensional shock propagation at the velocityUs ,
which is induced by a piston moving with the velocityUp

within the macroscopic material at thermodynamic
equilibrium,35,36 the conservation of mass, momentum and
energy leads to the Hugoniot equations.34,35Mass conserva-
tion results in the relation between the shock velocity and the
piston velocity in the form35,36Up/Us512r0/r1, wherer1 is
the final ~postshock! density during the shock wave. At-
tempting a heuristic bridging between shock propagation in
the cluster and in the bulk, we identify the cluster impact
velocity with the piston velocity, i.e.,Up>v, and the veloc-
ity of the inward propagation of the microshock wave within
the cluster with the shock propagation velocity in a macro-
scopic material, i.e.,Us[us . We also bear in mind that
r0/r1!1. Accordingly, we expect thatUp/Us>v/us>1. This
conclusion concurs with our results of the interrogation of
the propagation of the microshock wave front within the
large cluster.

To explore further the nature of large finite systems un-
der extreme conditions of microshock propagation we esti-
mate the pressure–temperature relations for the impact ex-
cited cluster. For a macroscopic material the Hugoniot
equations result in the following relation for the pressure rise
p5p01[2Us(E2E0)]

1/2, where p0 is the initial ~prior to
collision! pressure,E0 is the initial internal energy, whilep is
the pressure andE is the internal energy during the propaga-
tion of the shock wave. We have characterized the shock
propagation at the timetCEA, which corresponds to the maxi-
mum of the CPE~Sec. III!. Identifyingus with Us and bear-
ing in mind thatp0 is negligible, we have utilized the heu-
ristic relation p5[2us(E2E0)]

1/2>[2hv(E2E0)]
1/2 to

calculate the relation between the internal energy rise, the
shock velocity and the pressure rise. For Ar555 clusters two
sets ofp–Tc data are presented.~1! Data at the maximum
value of the CPE~t5tCEA!, where the cluster already starts
to expand and consequently to disintegrate.~2! Data at the
half maximum of the CPE~t5tCEA/2!, where the microshock
wave is still heading into the cluster, and the reflected shock
wave does not interfere. Figure 6 presents the micro Hugo-
niot curves for thep–Tc relation for ArN ~N5141,321,555!
clusters at impact velocitiesv51–6 km s21. It is interesting
to confront thep–Tc relations for the ArN finite clusters with
the corresponding experimental and simulated shock com-
pression data for macroscopic fluid.45–50 The macroscopic
liquid Ar Hugoniot shock wavep–T data adopted from the
results of Rosset al.36,49,50and reproduced in Fig. 6 reveal a
similar slope to that obtained herein for the finite clusters,
although the absolute values ofp at a fixedTc ~for t5tCEA!
are lower than the corresponding values ofp at the same
temperature for the macrosystem. We note in passing that the
data for the microshock wave in Ar555 at t5tCEA/2 fit better
the macroscopic adiabate. The present data are insufficient to
provide a quantitative description for the cluster size effect
of the mechanical properties under extreme conditions of
temperature and pressure. At present we conclude that the
p–Tc relations for sufficiently large clusters~N.300! are
qualitatively similar to those of the corresponding macro-
scopic material.

A large finite cluster or an infinite system may be treated
as a continuous medium when the mean free path prior to the
shock wave generation is shorter than other physical
dimensions.51 The interatomic collision cross section in Ar
clusters or bulk iss5pr 0

2>45 Å2, wherer 0>3.77 Å is the
interatomic distance estimate from the exp-6 potential pa-
rameters. Consequently, the mean free pathl5~sr0!

21'0.74
Å, where r05331022 cm23. As is evident from Fig. 3 the
microshock wave front thicknessl s spreads over a distance
l s;5–8 Å, which corresponds to;2r 0. Accordinglyl!l s ,
whereupon the internal shock structure can be disregarded
and the present treatment of the continuum model descrip-
tion seems to be justified.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The study of microshock propagation in molecular clus-
ters is of considerable interest for the exploration of large
finite systems under extreme thermodynamic conditions.
High energy cluster–surface impact provides a novel me-
dium for the investigation of ultrashort thermally driven re-
actions under extreme conditions of temperature and
pressure.28–31 In this context, the propagation of the mi-
croshock wave within the large cluster can be interrogated by
a chemical probe, i.e., the homogeneous dissociation of a
guest molecule in the cluster.28–32The velocity of the propa-
gation of the dissociation front in doped I2ArN clusters was
found31 to be close to the cluster impact velocity, in accord
with the present results for the microshock wave propagation
velocity in neat ArN clusters. On the experimental front, the
consequences of microshock wave generation in neat mo-
lecular clusters, which result in extreme densities, pressures,
and temperatures, can be interrogated by the measurements

FIG. 6. Micro Hugoniot~pressure–temperature! adiabates for ArN clusters
~N5141,321,555! at impact velocitiesv51–6 km s21, at the maximum val-
ues of the CPE. For Ar555 clusters we also present theT–P relation with the
data calculated att5tCEA/2 ~marked Half Max!. These molecular dynamics
results are confronted with measurements of macroscopic fluid Ar compres-
sion ~M. Rosset al., Refs. 36, 49, 50!.
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of infrared or Raman spectra of neat clusters of polyatomic
molecules@e.g., ~CO2!N or ~NH3!N# or of a spectroscopic
probe embedded in a cluster@e.g., SF6ArN or SF6~CO2!N#.
The propagation of the microshock wave front can presum-
ably be experimentally interrogated by femtosecond infrared
or/and Raman spectroscopy of mixed molecular clusters with
the impurity molecule being located in the cluster center,
e.g., SF6~CO2!N , or I2

2~CO2!N .
32 The delay between the

change of the spectrum of the host molecule due to the onset
of the cluster–wall collision and the change of the guest
molecule spectrum, will provide a clue for the propagation of
the microshock wave within the cluster.

Finally, we would like to point out that another fascinat-
ing aspect of microshock waves in finite systems pertains to
the possibility of compression of nuclear matter in high-
energy nucleus–nucleus collisions,52,53which are expected to
bear a close analogy, i.e., high densities and high tempera-
tures, to cluster–wall collisions.
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